Simply the sharpest solution

Simple is better. Especially when you’re talking about the Switch Blade®. Its simple design allows for use with smaller tractors, so it’s a cost effective way to cut your roadside vegetation down to size. Not to mention, it’s fast, very fast. So if you want to save time and money, go with the most economical industrial mower on the market - go with the Switch Blade.
Switch Blade® Mower

The simplistic, time-tested design of the Switch Blade® offers its users a fast, efficient, cost-effective method of vegetation maintenance. Designed for tractors with smaller horsepower engines, it is both economical and reliable. Users can depend on the Switch Blade for high production due to faster cutting as well as less maintenance than any other industrial mower on the market today.

Mount
The unit is side-mounted on the right hand side of the tractor. Mount is dual purpose as the setup may be used in conjunction with an Under-The-Guardrail® rotary cutting head. This means more cutting versatility for your investment!

Power
With a two-section front pump, an updated hydraulic system allows the unit to run cooler by eliminating heat, thus running more efficiently. This translates into more cutting power and less machine maintenance.

Efficient Motor
The motor has been decreased in size and weight from the original model to help increase speed control. It is directly coupled to the cutter drive unit and is gear-drive planetary type excluding pitman arm.

Productive Drive System
A Planetary Drive System ensures smooth operation and cleaner cutting.

Safety Breakaway
The unit features an automatic, self-returning breakaway system which allows the cutterbar to hinge when obstructed.

Skid Shoes
A 3/16" abrasion resistant 360 minimum BHN alloy steel replaceable skid shoe is featured to help prevent mower damage from ground contact.
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Proven Blade Design
Offered in both 5' and 6' lengths, the proven blade design allows for precision cutting through grass and weeds up to 1/2" in diameter. Built-in rock guards help to minimize blade damage. The cutterbar is full-floating to assist in following the contour of the ground.

Transport
The unit may be transported down any standard roadside with ease. A mechanical safety transport lock is featured to secure the lift function while in transport.

OPTIONS:
Double Cutterbar Units
Knife Holder Brackets
Ag Shoe and Swathboard
Pump Guard Kit
Special Mower Paint

This information is intended to be of a general nature only; specifications are subject to change without notice as we continue to improve our products.
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Additional Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>500 lbs. (mower and mount kit).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tractor requirements include a minimum weight of 3,000 pounds and a rating of 25 horsepower.

Warranty: One year limited parts and labor. Non-governmental users are subject to modified policy. Only genuine Alamo Industrial parts should be used for warranty replacement.
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